ENTERING WEBSTER - Parent Drop Off Lane (Right Side)
Travel south on Hubbard and turn right on Pembroke to enter. Do not block neighborhood driveways. Wait at the corner of Hubbard/Pembroke to turn into the lot so you do not block traffic on Pembroke. Be prepared to zipper with cars pulling into the Park and Escort lane from Pembroke.
- Keep all crosswalks clear for walkers.
- Pull all the way to the stop sign before dropping off. Do not stop at the front door. The drop off zone is the entire length of the front sidewalk.
- All students should be ready to exit the passenger side of the vehicle when in this zone. If your child needs help getting out, please use the park and escort lane instead.
- Do not leave the drop off lane and cross into the park and escort lane.
- Follow the car in front of you out of our lot - no gaps.
- Upon exiting the car students should follow the sidewalk to lineup area marked “Morning Drop Off Line” in the fenced area outside of Door 4.
- Special Education ACT 18 families should feel free to park in the front lot labeled “Staff Parking” and escort your child to Door 18. There are handicapped spots if needed.

ENTERING WEBSTER – Parent Park and Escort Lane (Left Side)
Enter off Pembroke or Hubbard. If entering off Hubbard you must stay in line and do not cut around the waiting cars to enter.
- Do not interfere with bus traffic.
- Zipper with Parent Drop Off Lane cars if entering off Pembroke.
- Park in the back of the lot and escort your child to the back gate opening or the area outside of Door 4. Students line up at the area marked “Morning Drop Off Line” in the fenced area outside of Door 4.
- In the afternoon park in the back lot and wait outside Door 4 to pick up your student.

LEAVING WEBSTER
- DO NOT leave the Parent Drop Off/Pick Up Lane early. Follow the car in front of you and wait until you are directed by staff before you turn left.
- Back parking lot cars should yield to the traffic leaving the front loop.
- Watch for pedestrians and stop at the crosswalk
- When leaving the parking lot, go north on Hubbard or turn right on Brentton. Do not turn left onto Pembroke.

DRIVE SLOW. NO CELL PHONES WHEN IN THE PARKING LOT.